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**Introduction**

The Composition Toolkit manages the membership of a body. It allows the user to create and modify body positions, add and modify member information, and view members throughout the body's history. This guide will detail how to accomplish the aforementioned functionality.

To access the Composition Toolkit, click the designated “Composition” link. The resulting page is the default view, as described below. Notice there are two default views: External and Internal. The “external” view is that which users without administrative access will see. This view restricts all update functionality and only allows navigation. The “internal” view is for those with administrative credentials and allows the user all functionality included in Composition toolkit.

**Setup**

In order to activate the ACM Web Toolkit for a body, one of the volunteers of your body should simply email the webmaster ([webmaster@history.acm.org](mailto:webmaster@history.acm.org)) with your request. In their response, the webmaster will request a body name, which will be used to uniquely identify your organization. After some initial server setup, you will then be provided with two URLs, one linking to your internal site and one to your external site. These URLs will be embedded in your own site (note the site is designed to make use of CSS files, if desired), dynamically populating it with the appropriate content, which will be stored in the central ACM History database. The pages in which you embed the provided links should be formatted using a specified layout in order to take full advantage of the functions, such as the top links, provided by the toolkit (this layout is described on the ACM History committee website).

As previously stated, your site will be divided into two sections, an internal one and an external one. The external site will allow users read only access to the desired functions, whereas the internal site should only be accessed by administrators, as it allows read/write access to your organization's data.

Once activated, the webmaster will contact your organization's liaison and then you are ready to start populating your site! First, add your organization's Positions by following the steps described by the corresponding section in this guide. Now you're ready to add volunteer information to your site. For the initial volunteer data population, adding each person's data individually can be infeasible. Therefore, this initial step can be done by the webmaster automatically. If you wish to do this, please inform the webmaster and he will give you further information on how this is done.
Default view (external):

From the external user's standpoint, the Composition page shows current and past members, their contact information, and details regarding their affiliation with the corresponding body. This particular example (from which all the example pages are drawn) is for the ACM History Committee. The user clicked “Composition” on the top left of the History Committee public home page to get here. (you can view this page here: http://history.acm.org/content.php?do=composition)

This page displays volunteer information, ordered by position, alphabetically within like positions. You will specify this ordering in the Internal site, under “Add Position.”
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Default view (internal):

The internal user will be presented with the same information as the external user, however some functions have been enabled. To access this page, we clicked the “Composition” link on the side menu seen in the screen-shot (note the text of your links may vary). When viewing a current position, the “Edit” person, “Edit” position, and “Change Current Position” functions have been enabled. When viewing a past position, the “Edit” position and “Remove” position functions are available for use.
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Add Position

As stated in the Setup section of the guide, the first thing an administrator must do to set up the Composition section of the site is to add volunteer positions to the database. To do this, click on the “Position List” top link. This page will be blank at first, as no positions have yet been added. To remedy this, click the “Add Position” link to be taken to the Add Position page, as seen below. Simply input the position's name and a description of the position and click submit. Please note that all positions are of highest precedence by default. These precedences can be modified using the “Edit Position” function described later in this guide.
Adding a person:

To add a person to the position list, click the “Add Person” link from the Internal Composition page. This links to the “Add Person” form shown below. Simply input the pertinent information and submit. To upload a picture, indicate that you do want a picture to be displayed with this time period and then specify that the picture is not already uploaded. If the picture has already been uploaded, indicate this, and select the image file from the drop down menu. Also, when adding a person and their position isn't listed, you can add the position in this form by selecting “Add New Position” from the drop down menu and inputting the appropriate information. Finally, submit the form.

The person will now be displayed along with the existing members. Keep in mind that when adding a person who held a position in the past to switch the “End Date” radio button to “No” and input the end date of their tenure. “Yes” indicates that the newly added person currently holds the inputted position.

![Add Person Form](image-url)
Removing and Changing Positions:

To remove someone from a position, simply click the “Remove” link next to their position listing (this can only be done to past positions). To change positions, which can only be applied to a current position, click the “Change Current Position” link next to the corresponding position listing. You will be taken to the Change Current Position page.

On this page, there are up to four transition details you can specify. First, the “Transition Date” indicates the date on which the new position is activated, and, if specified, the current position is deactivated. (Note that if the Transition Date is set to a date before the start date of the current position, that position will be removed.) The next item to specify regards the current position. If the “Yes” radio button is specified under “Continuation”, the person's current position will remain active; “No” will set the end date of the current position to “Transition Date”. The following radio button, “New Position”, allows the user to indicate whether the person will start at a new position by specifying “Yes” or “No”. If “Yes” is selected, a drop-down menu with available positions is presented. Select the person’s new position from the list and click submit to finalize the Change Current Position process. If specified, the new position’s start date will be set to “Transition Date”.

![Image of Change Current Position page]
Position precedence:

On the composition pages, “Current”, “Past”, and “All”, people are listed in decreasing order of position precedence. Therefore, the highest precedence position is shown at the top of the page, and the lowest precedence position is shown at the bottom. Position precedences can be set from the “Position List” page. This page lists all current positions with an “Edit” link. Click the “Edit” link to be taken to the edit position page, where you can change the precedence of the selected position using the drop-down menu.